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Abstract: Professional development is considered essential for the quality education. Training is one of the professional developments that play a decisive role in the achievement of quality education. This paper determines the extent of the training attended, in-service and training from other institutions as to the content, nature and scope of training. This also determines the extent of training attended from other institution as to quality of training. The study further examines the relationship between the training attended and Teachers’ capability on Research-Based Instructional Materials Development (RB-IMD) as to needs analysis and development process. Descriptive correlation research design was employed involving 115 participants who participated in the teachers’ training in research-based instructional materials development. Findings have shown that teacher participants had attended seminar-workshop, related to instructional materials development in school, district, division and other institution. Moreover, Teachers’ Capability on Research-Based Instructional Materials Development (RB-IMD) as to needs analysis and instructional materials development process has a significant positive correlation with the extent of their in-service training as to nature and scope of training. For the training attended from other institution as to content and scope of training, and in the quality of teachers’ training attended as to the design of learning, it has a significant positive correlation. Data further revealed that the quality of teachers’ training attended as to the assessment of learning has a significant positive correlation with the teachers’ capability on RB-IMD as to needs analysis and IMs development. It is recommended to enhance and continue developing teachers’ capability in research-based instructional materials development through further training, towards sustainable quality education.
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Introduction

Professional development for teachers is a critical vehicle through which to improve teaching and, in turn, to improve student achievement (Petrie, K., & McGee, C. 2012). To improve teaching and improve student achievement is the mission of the educational institution. Garet, M. S., Porter, A. C., Desimone, L., Birman, B. F., & Yoon, K. S. (2001) state the needs of practical professional development sustainability, with intensive learning experiences. Teachers need to experience ‘on-going sessions of learning, collaboration, and application, accompanied by the school- and classroom-based support, over an ample period to incorporate new behaviors fully into a teacher's repertoire’ (Killion, 2006) as cited by Petrie, K., & McGee, C. (2012).

Recognition of the importance of teachers to student outcomes has resulted in a shift in aid investment from a primary focus on increasing access to education to increase support for interventions aimed at improving teacher quality in developing countries (Colclough, 2005). Barber & Moursched (2007) opined that the quality of an education system could not exceed the quality of its teachers. Teacher quality and capability, as measured by skills, knowledge, and qualifications, play a decisive role in students’ progress (Hanuchek,2003; Barber & Moursched, 2007; Varga, 2007). Besides, the teacher has a complex task that is to
deliver the knowledge that brings impact to student performance towards lifelong learning, this call for a teacher who has a capability that models lifelong learning, a teacher that engages in on-going professional development and applies it to teaching practice. Therefore engaging them training for professional development can boost their performance towards quality teaching and improve their teaching capability.

Professional development has attracted increasing attention. Faced with rapid change, demands high standards and calls for improving quality teachers, hence a need as never before, to update and improve their skills through professional development. Therefore, for a teacher to fulfill his/her professional function in a given domain, a synthesis of knowledge, attitudes, and practical skills is needed (Falus, 2002). To realize these needs, part of being an effective teacher involves understanding how an individual or adults learn best. Teachers are adult learners, and their professional development is a form of adult education, which shifts the focus of professional development to the needs of teachers and the different contexts in which they learn and teach (King & Lawler, 2003).

Moreover, Republic Act No. 10912, Resolution No. 2016-990 (Continuing Professional Development Act of 2016) now declared the policy of the State to promote and upgrade the practice of professions in the country. Towards this end, the State shall institute measures that will continuously improve the competence of the professionals following international standards of practice, thereby, ensuring their contribution in uplifting the general welfare, economic growth, and development of the nation."

Teachers’ training on the development of outcomes-based instructional materials (OBIMs) for K-12 education in Caraga and enhancement of their research capability, is hoped to provide relief among teacher implementers and meaningful experience among learners. It is the extension project of the College of Education, Caraga State University, Ampayon, Butuan City. This project is aimed to capacitate teachers in the implementation of K-12 education in Caraga; that is, for teachers to evolve research-based instructional materials that will enhance learning experiences of learners along with the spiraling progression approach by Bruner as cited by (Howard, J. (2007).

This research examined teacher’s capability in research-based instructional materials development, to examine the learning experience and the design and delivery of this learning among the teacher participants or the adult learners of the teachers training offered by the College of Education, Caraga State University, Ampayon, Butuan City, Philippines. Through examining these experiences and teachers capability in research-based instructional materials development, this study can explore the needs of teachers and the learning contexts that will help them grow towards continuing professional development.

The Objectives of the Study

The study attempted to determine the extent of the training attended as part of the continuing professional development in determining Teachers’ capability in Research-Based Instructional Materials Development (RB-IMD). Specifically, to determine the extent of trainings attended; in-service training and training from other institution as to the content, nature and scope. Examines the quality of training attended from other institution as to the design and assessment of learning. And determine
the relationship between the training attended, in-service and from other institution to Teachers’ capability on Research-Based Instructional Materials Development (RB-IMD) needs analysis and development process.

**The framework of the Study**

This study anchored on Bandura's social cognitive theory (1986), Knowles' theory of andragogy (2012) and several theories of learning and adult development that was identified by Trotter (2006) by themes which are relevant for designing teacher professional development.

The Social cognitive theory of Bandura (1986) as cited by Atilano, M.M. (2018) revolves around the notion that learning correlates to the observation of role models, that individuals possess a self-system that enables them to exercise a measure of control over their thoughts, feelings, motivation, and actions. This learning will motivate their capability to influence their cognitive processes and actions and thus alter their environments.

Knowles theory of andragogy, on the other hand, is described as "the art and science of helping adults learn." Knowles espouses the idea that teachers are adult learners who are expected to be self-directed and to take responsibility for their decisions.

Trotter (2006) outlines several theories of learning and adult development that are relevant for designing teacher professional development. The following are identified themes; Adults come to learning with experiences that utilize as resources for new learning, and adults should choose their learning opportunities based on interest and their own classroom experiences/needs. “Active learning” suggests moving away from traditional learning models that are generic and lecture based toward models that engage teachers directly in the practices they are learning and, preferably, are connected to teachers’ classrooms and students.

Greenleaf, C. L., Litman, C., Hanson, T. L., Rosen, R., Boscardin, C. K., Herman, J., & Jones, B. (2011) describe an active teacher professional learning model that improved student science learning. California high school biology teachers participated in PD integrating academic literacy and biology instruction through a program called Reading Apprenticeship. The PD was inquiry-based, subject focused, collaborative, and designed to address teachers' conceptual understandings as well as pedagogical content knowledge. Each session was designed to immerse the teachers in the types of learning activities and environments they would then create for their students.

Based on the theories presented, the following are the conceptual framework of the study. The dependent variables are the continuing professional activities like the in-service education of the participants, which measures the content, nature, and scope of training attended. The Quality of training attended are supported by the indicators on the content, nature, and scope of training attended and the quality as to the design and assessment of learning. The independent variables are teacher’s capability on research-based instructional materials development as to needs analysis and instructional materials development process.
Methodology

The study used a descriptive and correlational method. The choice is based on the fact that this research undertaking was a fact-finding. It was a systematic attempt to analyse and interpret the teachers’ capability in research-based instructional materials development as to needs analysis and instructional materials development process as influenced by in-service training, training from other institution and quality of training attended. On top of them, there is a significant relationship determined. The respondents of the study involved 115 teachers who attended the teachers training under the extension project of the College of Education, Caraga State University, Ampayon, Butuan City. The research instruments employed in the study consisted of three parts. Part 1 is the in-service training attended as to the content, nature and scope, Part II focuses on training from other institution attended as to content, nature and scope. It also measure the quality of training attended from other institution as to the design and assessment of learning, and Part III comprises questions on teacher’s capability in research-based instructional materials development as to needs analysis and instructional materials development process. The study used the following statistical tools; quasi-statistics, is employed on nominal variables and qualitative responses to generate corresponding values such as counts and percentage, mean is used to determine the quality of training attended as to the design and assessment of learning, and Spearman-Rho Correlation used since the independent variables yielded non-normal data. In the analysis, Likert scales responses convert into ranks.

Results and Discussion

The extent of in-service training

The content of training attended, are pedagogy-oriented (28.7 %), content-oriented (24.3%) and leadership and management-oriented (24.3%). This significant result is essential to visualize the effects of these capability building to students achievements. In the study of Zuzovsky, R. (2003) reveals that regular participation of teachers in content-oriented professional development positively affects with low or medium academic aspirations and has no or negative effect on the achievement of students with high academic aspirations. In the study of Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, (2001), which state teachers themselves report that professional development focused on content knowledge contributes to changes in instructional practice.
As to the nature of training attended the majority teacher participants attended seminar-workshop (71.7%). The majority teacher participants attended local (55.0%) training like in their school, district, or division. This finding implies that very few professionals have or had the opportunity to attend training in the national or international level. Teacher participants attended...
training within two-three days conducted locally. This finding supported by Spruijt, A., Leppink, J., Wolfhagen, I., Scherpbie, A., Van Beukelen, P., & Jaarsma, D. (2014) which state that seminar is a small group teaching-learning (T-L) session in which the participants discuss under the guidance of an expert.

The instructor, the students, preparation, content, group dynamics, course coherence, and facilities are vital factors in seminar learning. The participants preparing the seminar eventually develop competencies like identification of presentable information, its retrieval from the sources of information and organization of the presentable material. Students learn the art of communicating with peers through a short time bound presentation (Gomathi, K. G., Shaafie, I. A., & Venkatramana, M., 2014).

Teachers’ training attended from other institution as to content, nature, and scope of training, design of learning and assessment of learning

The majority of teacher participants (71.1%) attended a seminar workshop, this implies that the training attended is not purely a lecture type, but they are also engaged in the learning process. As to the content, most of the training attended are more on instructional materials related (33.5%), This implies that teacher participants attended one or more training conducted by the College of Education, Caraga State University, Ampayon, Butuan City, under the extension project of the College, entitled "Teachers Training on Instructional Materials Development and Enhancement of their Research Capability."
As to the scope, 62.4% consider the training as local since it is conducted locally at their school, district, and the College of Education. Some 17.9% of teacher participants had no training from other institutions. The finding further suggests that some teachers had no opportunity to develop their professional career. Johnson and Fargo (2010) echoed these equity challenges, and they note "Teachers in urban schools often experience many distractions occurring in a daily basis and struggle to engage learners who are often distracted by complicated lives outside of school." Thus, challenges in implementing active professional development where teacher professionals can attend to professional development activities extend beyond the school and the classroom.
Quality of training attended as to the design of learning and assessment of learning

Table 4.2
Quality of Trainings Attended by Teacher Participants as to Design of Learning and Assessment of Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Verbal Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design of learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The environment in this learning experience was engaging.</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The purpose of this learning experience was made clear to me.</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners were full partners with the facilitator in this learning experience.</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The climate in this learning experience can best be described as collaborative.</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The facilitator/instructor acted as a rich resource for my learning during this learning experience.</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had flexibility in designing my learning experience (activities, assignments, etc.)</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was satisfied with the extent to which I was an active partner in this learning experience.</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I knew why the learning strategies were appropriate for the learning goals.</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This learning experience was just what I needed given the changes in my life/work.</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that my mastery of this material will benefit my life/work.</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The knowledge gained in this learning can be immediately applied in my life/work.</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This learning experience motivated me to give my best effort.</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As to the quality of training attended from other institution as to the design of learning, teacher participants had agreed to all of the indicators. The indicators on the facilitator/instructor acted as a precious resource for their learning during the learning experience and having flexibility in designing their own learning experience got the highest mean (4.37), implies a significant professional development, where adult needs are considered necessary. Beavers, A., (2009) opined that meaningful professional development involves educators as a whole person their values, beliefs, and assumptions. Just as one should differentiate learning for students in the classroom, professional development for adults must also focus on their individual needs.

As to the assessment of learning, teacher participants had agreed to all indicators. In an adult education orientation, learners freely choose their learning goals and make independent decisions about what, how, and when they want to learn. It is
base on assumptions that learners are self-directed, learners can make decisions for them, and have a range of life experiences that impact on their learning (Choy & Delahaye, 2003), due to the high response rating of 4.30 on the indicators; that teacher participants knew why the learning strategies were appropriate for the learning goals,

Among the indicators on the extent to which they are an active partner of the learning experience got the lowest mean rating (4.21). Professional development should create a climate in which participants feel respected; encourage their active participation; build on their experiences; employ collaborative inquiry; guide learning for immediate application; and empower the participants through reflection and action based on their learning (Lawler & King, 2000, as cited in Lawler, 2009). This further implies that facilitators in training would consider this adult principle and conduct more planning and preparations to meet adult learners need.

**Teachers' capability in research-based instructional materials development (RB-IMD) as to needs analysis and development process**

Table 4.3

*Teachers’ Capability on Research-Based Instructional Materials Development as to Needs Analysis and Instructional Materials Development Process*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>I was able to:</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Verbal Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Needs analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>identify users and uses of the needs analysis</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>describe the target population and the service environment</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>identify problems and needs</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>assess the importance of the needs</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>communicate the results to decision makers, users, and other relevant audiences</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMs development process**

*As I designed IMs I was able to:*

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>analyze the “instructional problem” and determine the learning objectives and goals.</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>design a strategic “blueprint” of the materials and methods needed to achieve the learning objectives and goals.</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>develop and create content based on the design blueprint and assemble into an instructional package or curriculum, which is then reviewed and revised based on feedback received.</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>implement the procedures that prepare facilitators to conduct and learners to participate in the learning event, as well as actions that support carrying out the activities and assessments as intended.</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Evaluate learner performance or conduct pilot-testing. 3.73 Agree

The teachers’ participants had agreed on all indicators. However, there is a high response to the indicator that they can identify problems and needs (4.01). It is essential that teachers learn how to identify the needs of their students and their own professional learning needs. They also need to develop a self-regulatory skill that will enable them to monitor and reflect on the effectiveness of the changes they make to their practice (Timperley, Wilson, Barrar, Fung, 2008).

Moreover, with regards to teachers' capability on research-based instructional materials development (RB-IMD) as to instructional materials development process, data show teacher participants had agreed in all indicators mentioned. Significant findings on the indicator with high response mean rating of 3.84, that as teacher designed IMs, they can analyze the “instructional problem” and determine the learning objectives and goals. The finding implies that teacher participants are doing instructional materials analysis phase before making Instructional Materials. Participants highlighted a research-based IMs development, where the instructional problem is clarified, where the instructional goals and objectives are defined, and the learning environment and where the learner's existing knowledge and skills identified. However, as to the response as they can evaluate learner performance or conduct pilot-testing on the Instructional Materials developed, this has a low rating (3.73) in all the indicators. This further implies that some of the teacher participants fail to accomplish an essential phase in the development of instructional materials, the evaluation phase in which this phase is significant to make sure that IMs developers attain their goals and if the instructional materials able to meet the learner needs (Las Johansen, B. C., Quisumbing, L. A., Funcion, D. G. D., Gotardo, M. A., Verecio, R. L., & Cinco, J. C., 2017).

Analysis of the correlation between the independent variables and the variables of teachers’ research capability on RB-IMD

Table 4.1

Results on the analysis of the correlation between the independent variables and the variables of teachers’ research capability on RB-IMD in terms of needs analysis and development process.
Teachers' capability on RB-IMD as to needs analysis has a significant positive correlation with the extent of their in-service training as to content and nature of training (R=0.186, p-value=0.050 & R=0.192, p-value=0.040, respectively). The finding implies that those teacher participants who exposed to research related to varied training tend to be more competent in doing RB-IMD. Mizell, H. (2010) attests to the importance of this finding, by explaining that Professional development is most effective when it occurs in the context of educators' daily work. She further explains that school-based professional development helps educators analyze student achievement data to immediately identify learning problems, develop solutions, and promptly apply those solutions to address students’ needs. Therefore, the extent of teachers' in-service training as to nature and scope significantly contributed to teachers' capability as to needs analysis because teachers benefit most in the in-service training if they can immediately apply what they learn, especially in the classroom setting.

Teachers' capability on RB-IMD as to IMs development process has a significant positive correlation with the quality of teachers' training attended as to content and scope of training (R=0.231, p-value=0.013 & R=0.236, p-value=0.011, respectively). The positive correlation noted in Figure 4.4 as to the training attended with other institutions as to the content of the training attended most of the teacher participants (33.5) attended instructional materials development related training and as to the scope the majority of teacher participants attended seminar-workshop (62.4%) where they are highly engaged in the learning process. "Professional development is more meaningful if they collaborate from their school, grade, or department" (Porter, A. C., Garet, M. S., Desimone, L. D., Yoon, K. S., & Birman, B. F. 2000). In research on adult primary education professional development, Smith, C., Hofer, J., Gillespie, M., Solomon, M., & Rowe, K. (2003) also found that teachers from the same adult basic education program participating together in professional development changed their thinking and acting more after the professional development, as compared to teachers who participated without other teachers from their workplace.

Quality of teachers' training attended as to the design of learning has a significant positive correlation with the teachers' capability on RB-IMD as to needs analysis (R=0.187, p-value=0.048). A positive correlation can be traced to the content of training attended; most of the teacher participants had attended the instructional materials related training, in which they are taught to conduct needs analysis in developing an RB-IMD. The finding further implies that the quality of training attended by teacher participants significantly contribute to their capability in RB-IMD as to the design of learning. As these teachers attend training, they also collaborate with other teachers. Learning Forward (2011) as cited by Killon, J., (2015), opined that teacher collaboration is a robust learning design. This standard emphasizes using active engagement, appropriate learning designs, and application of theories and research on learning.
Quality of teachers’ training attended as to the assessment of learning has a significant positive correlation with the teachers’ capability on RB-IMD as to needs analysis and IMs development process (R=0.202, p-value=0.030 & R=0.185, p-value=0.049, respectively). The finding further suggests that the learning experience gained from the training attended is beneficial and is timely to their life and work as a teacher. Since most of the training attended from other institutions are about instructional materials development related, this is essential to the teaching and learning process and with the change of curriculum to K-12 curriculum and with the spiraling progression approach, teachers in the field are in a quandary on what to do. Sowder (2007) maintains that professional growth is characterized or “marked by a change in teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and instructional strategies.”

Conclusion and Recommendations

The teacher participations in seminar-workshop in their school, district and division, the training from other institution about or related to instructional materials development, and the quality of teachers’ training attended as to the design of learning and assessment of learning significantly contribute to teachers’ capability in research-based instructional materials development as to needs analysis and development process.

Based on the findings, it is recommended to enhance and continue developing teachers’ capability in research-based instructional materials development through further training, towards sustainable quality education.
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